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THE MJC’S AWARD OF JAHANNAM

Question:

The MJC will be doling out what they call ‘MJC life achievement award’ to a Muslim judge
of the court. Some sheikhs as well as non-Muslim personalities will be speakers at the
award. The ceremony will take place in the St. George’s Cathedral hall. This is the first
time in our life that something of this nature is being experienced. What is the Shariah’s
ruling regarding this ceremony and the Muslim participants?

ANSWER

There is no conundrum in Ruling of the Shariah. The kufr of this whole haraam function is
glaringly manifest to even ignorant Muslims. It is not at all surprising for a
baatil
entity such as the
zindeeq
MJC to be organizing a function of
kufr
. The sheikhs of this
zindeeq
entity have long ago bartered away their Imaan for
kufr
. These fellows are not Muslims.

Masquerading as Muslims, they only succeed in misguiding such ignoramuses whose Imaan is
questionable. Every act and every step of the function are haraam, kufr and mal-oon. These sh
ayaateenul ins
are constantly under the
ghadhab
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and
la’nat
of Allah Azza Wa Jal.

We are on the frontiers of Qiyaamah. The prediction of Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam)
regarding the worst scum under the canopy of the sky, namely the so-called ‘ulama’, have to
materialize. These agents of Iblees are all signs of the Impending Hour. There are no worse
specimens of Allah’s creation than these deviate zanadaqah who masquerade as Muslims.
They are preparing the stage for Dajjaal. They are in league with the conspirators of the West to
subvert Islam – to destroy Islam, and their snare is integration with the ideologies and religions
of the kuffaar in the name of Islam.

Their brazen act of kufr such as this stupid award ceremony will only further alienate them from
the Muslim community. Even laymen are not so stupid as to accept the glaring kufr mess in
which these shaitaani ‘sheikhs’ are involved.

About the flotsam and effluvium of this type, Rasulullah (Sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said:

“An age will dawn when nothing of Islam will remain except its name. Nothing of the Qur’aan
will remain except its text. The Musaajid will be ornate structures, but devoid of hidaayat. The
ulama will be the worst of the people under the canopy of the sky. Fitnah will emerge from
them, and the fitnah will rebound on them.”

They are the kinds of evil ‘ulama’ who will, according to the Hadith, have to circumambulate
their intestines in Jahannam. May Allah Ta’ala save Muslims from the dajjaaliyat of these
agents of Iblees.

17 Jamadil Ukhra 1441 – 12 February 2020
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